
A tailor-made solution delivered by Nethone improved transaction acceptance while lowering fraud rates for  

a Polish cryptocurrency exchange owned by Litpay Group.

Bitcan, a crypto exchange, 
reduces the number of fraudulent 
transactions with Nethone’s help

Overview

Challenges

Bitcan allows for instant cryptocurrency transactions of up to USD 13,500. The most frequently chosen payment 
form in Poland is the so-called pay by link. Unfortunately, the simplicity and convenience of pay by link  does not 
always go hand in hand with security. Therefore, the biggest challenge Bitcan faced was increasing the security 
of transactions, especially in this area of payments.

The company reached out to Nethone with a problem of a soaring number of fraudulent transactions despite 
a high percentage of blocked traffic. Therefore, the client not only wanted to reduce the losses from fraud 
itself but also to increase the traffic acceptance and decrease the losses of potential customers.

Thanks to a flexible offer and close cooperation, Nethone managed to provide an additional security layer for 
Bitcan’s customers and in turn, secure and grow its revenues.

High percentage of fraudulent transactions

Despite applying advanced Anti-Money Laundering procedures for registration purposes, 
crypto exchanges and wallets are not secured enough when it comes to transactions. A high 
percentage of fraudulent transactions and instability in fighting fraud result in lowered trust 
in wallets and exchanges from banks and payment service providers. Thus crypto companies 
seek solutions allowing for instant user verification without a manual review.

Too many transactions rejected (~60%)

One of the common practices is rejecting users who appear suspicious at a glance. However,  
sometimes they happen to be legitimate customers. It is crucial to limit the number of these 
mistakes and to catch fraudsters, blocking a minimal percentage of transactions.

Solution

2-month results

Nethone proposed a proprietary solution that was developed over time. Profiler, a unique script embedded on 
the client’s website, has been extracting over 5,000 attributes about each Bitcan customer--fingerprinting their 
device and checking their behaviour to spot any repetitive patterns and abnormalities that may imply fraud. The 
data is  then analysed by Machine Learning models trained to the client’s specific needs, and returned in a form 
of recommendations in real-time. The whole process was supervised by a dedicated Data Scientist who was also 
responsible for adding additional features to constantly improve the results of Nethone fraud prevention.

After two months of cooperation Nethone solution helped increase  traffic acceptance by 35 p.p.

The very first step in cooperation with Bitcan was to reduce the high fraud rate as quickly as possible by implementing 
the rules that block the most common and strongest fraud cases. Then Nethone closely observed and analysed 
the traffic to fuel the first ML model with proper data and to train it. That allowed for not only to fight fraud cases 
with much better accuracy, but also to reduce the number of good users blocked by the initially implemented 
rigid rules. This example again proved the superiority of ML models over static rules but also showed that their 
hybrid use has its benefits depending on the situation. Currently, models are constantly refined and modified 
based on the acquired knowledge and close cooperation with the client.

At the same time, Nethone managed to reduce fraud rate by 96%, saving over USD 800,000.

As a result of the client service and achieved results, Bitcan has decided to extend the exclusive cooperation  
with Nethone.
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